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ABSTRACT
Stirrup in the concrete structure has noteworthy effect on the electrochemical chloride removal (ECR), which was
always ignored in the numerical simulation. Taking the impact of stirrup into consideration has disadvantages on
improving the accurate of modeling results. In this paper, a three dimensional (3D) numerical model considering
the impact of stirrup on ECR treatment was established, and an experiment was numerically studied to explore
the validity of the model. The difference between the residual chloride concentration of simulation and
experiment in most region of the concrete structure is within ± 25%. Based on this model, the effect of stirrups on
ECR’s efficiency were explored. The results of numerical model shows that the stirrup has shielding effect on the
chloride migration of the region between the stirrups, while in the region near the stirrup, it has positive on the
chloride removal.
Keywords: chloride ion, reinforced concrete, electrochemical chloride removal, ions migration, numerical
simulation, 3D model.
the surface crack of the concrete structure [11], but
also migrates the harmful ions out of the internal
region of structure [12] and inhibit corrosion of rebar
[13] simultaneously.
Nowadays, with the widely application of
electrochemical
remediation,
a
series
of
experimental and computational researches have
been made to explore the influence factors on
electrochemical repair. As experimental study is a
time-consuming process and empirical method lack
of theoretical basis, numerical simulation has been
adopted by many scholars [14,15]. These numerical
simulation rarely take the influence of stirrup into
consideration. However it was experimentally
studied that existence of stirrup was non-negligible
on efficiency of ECR. Chang [16] reported that stirrup
of the internal concrete structure has influence on
ECR efficiency, it can limit the chloride migration out
of the region between the stirrups.
In this paper, based on mass conservation, the
Nernst–Plank equation, and Gaussian theory as well
as considering multi-species coupling in the
concrete, a numerical model was theoretically
established to determine the effect of the stirrup on
the ECR treatment. The shielding effect caused by

1. INTRODUCTION
In the context of sustainability and whole life costing,
Reinforced concrete structure’s failure has recently
gained considerable attention globally [1,2,3]
Unfortunately, the durability of the structure is still
significantly threaten by chloride penetration and
corrosion[4]. In 1998, the direct cost of corrosion in
the United States was about 22.6 billion dollars [5].
In 2014, the total cost of corrosion in China was
74.91 billion RMB [6]. To deal with this worldwide
issue, a series of rehabilitation method were
developed to solve the problem, such as stainless
steel with coating [7], concrete coating [8] and highperformance
concrete
[9].
Additionally,
electrochemical repair have been gradually
developed and widely adopted in the last several
decades for its fewer side effects and high efficiency.
Electrochemical repair involves the application of a
direct current through an externally applied anode
and catholic steel. Owing to the electrochemical
reaction in the internal of the concrete structure, it
can not only accelerate the re-alkalization of
contaminated concrete structure [10] and remediate
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the presence of the stirrup was investigated
experimentally and numerically. Moreover, according
to the modeling results, the stirrup has positiove
effects on the transport of chloride ions in the local
region close to the RC section with the stirrup.

Based on the mass conservation equation, the
transport of different ionic species can be expressed
as:

t [s] is the time, J i

[mol/(m2•s)] is the flux of the i ionic species in the
concrete, and N is the total number of ionic
species in the concrete.

I
zOH − F

3.1 Experimental details and parameters of the
numerical model
In the experiment of scholar Chang et al., the
specimen with a dimension of 150◊150◊300 mm
was prepared. There were four longitudinal steel
bars as major reinforcements with the core concrete
surrounded by stirrups. The diameter of longitudinal
steel bars is 12.3 mm and it is 9.52 mm of the
stirrups, as is shown in Fig. 1(a). An amount of
chloride for 1.8% cement weight was introduced into
the concrete (200 [mol/m3] concrete) for simulating
the chloride contaminated concrete. A constant
voltage of 20 V was applied for 8 weeks and
electrolyte used for anode cell is 100 [mol/m3] NaOH
solution. The schematic of the ECR treatment is
shown in Fig. 1(b). In the specimen, all longitudinal
steel bars and stirrups were connected with the
negative pole of the power source acting as cathode,
while the stainless steel mesh acting as anode was
arranged under the lower surface of the specimen.

 F

J i = − Di Ci − zi DiCi 
 
(2)
RT


Where Di [m2/s] is the diffusion coefficient of the
i th ionic species in the concrete, zi is the charge of
particle ( zCa 2 + = 2 ), is the Faraday constant

(9.648◊104 C/mol), T is the absolute temperature
(298 K), and R is the ideal gas constant [8.134
J/(mol.K)]. Based on the substitution of Eq. (2) into
Eq. (1), the following equation can be obtained:
(3)

To solve Eq. (3) and obtain the ionic concentration in
the concrete, it can be coupled with the
electroneutrality condition by assuming that the total
net charge of the concrete is zero:



N

z Ci = 0

i =1 i

(7)

3. MODEL VERFICATION AND DISCUSSION

Under the influence of externally applied electrical
field, the chloride ion migration in the chloridecontaminated concrete follows the principle of ionic
mass transfer. Owing to the establishment of the
mass conservation equation is based on the unit
volume of the concrete, the mole number of ions
passing through the unit area of the concrete per unit
time can be defined as ion flux, which can be
described by the Nernst–Planck equation:

Ci
zDF
= Di 2Ci + i i (Ci  )
t
RT

(6)

The ionic concentration near the anode is assumed
to be constant because of the large volume of the
anodic electrolyte. The boundary conditions on those
where there is no anode or cathode are assumed to
have zero flow because of the current density and
absence of ionic transport.

th

th

2H 2O+2e- = 2OH − + H 2

J OH − =

Ci
= −  J i i = 1, 2,..., N
(1)
t
th
Where Ci [mol/m3] is the concentration of the i

the i

(5)

Based on Eqs. (5) and (6), only hydroxyl ions are
generated on the surface of the cathodic steel bar,
while the flux of all other species is zero. Thus, the
flux of the generated hydroxyl ions is equivalent to
the externally applied current density:

2. MODEL ESTABLISHEMNT

ionic species in the concrete,

2H 2O+O2 +4e- = 4OH −

(4)

During the ECR treatment, electrode reactions occur
on the surfaces of the cathodic reinforcing steel bars
and anodic stainless-steel mesh. The oxygen
absorption and hydrogen evolution reactions on the
surface of cathodic reinforcing steel bars can be
expressed using Eqs. (5) and (6):

(a) dimension of the specimen
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Table. 1 Parameters used for numerical model
Ion diffusion
Boundary
Initial
Charge
Ionic
concentration concentration coefficient Di（ number
species
(mol/m3)
(mol/m3)
zi
×10-12 m2/s）
Cl-

10

200

1

-1

OH-

50

54.5

2.59

-1

Na+

55

200

0.27

1

K+

5

50

0.39

1

0

2.25

0.16

2

2+

Ca
(b) schematic of ECR test

3.2 Chloride distribution
Comparing the chloride concentration obtained by
Chang’s experiment (see Fig. 1(d)) and numerical
modeling (see Fig. 2(a)), the chloride concentration
profile is similar. In the region near the side surface
of the specimen and region surrounded by the
stirrup, the chloride removal rate decreases as the
distance from the anodic boundary increases, it
confirms the statements of Ihekwaba et.al; in the
region near the bottom surface of the specimen, the
chloride concentration is significant lower than the
other three regions, it mainly owing to that the
potential gradient in this region is significant higher
than the other regions which is beneficial for the
migration of chloride ions. In the region near upper
surface of the specimen, the chloride concentration
has slight decline and the efficiency of ECR
treatment in this region is the lowest compared with
the other three regions. Fig. 2(b) shows the
difference ratio of the chloride concentration between
experiment and modeling  [%] varies from -15% to
25% which could meet the tolerance in engineering
aspect.

(c) sampling point

(d) chloride concentration profile
Figure 1. Experimental test of Chang et al.

=

After the ECR treatment, a slab was obtained from
the middle of the RC specimen. The slab was
divided into 25 sampling point for chemical titration
to determine the water soluble chloride content
inside the concrete, as is shown in Fig. 1(c). Then,
using these 25 data, the chloride ion concentration
contours are generated through the radial basis
function approximation. The chloride ion distribution
profile obtained after the ECR is shown in Fig. 1(d).

Cm − Ce
Cini

where

(9)

Cm [mol/m3] and Ce [mol/m3] are the

chloride concentration obtained by the experiment
and modelling respectively; Cini =200 [mol/m3] is the
initial chloride concentration of model.

The geometry of the 3D model has the same
dimension as that of the experimental specimen (150
◊ 150 ◊ 300 mm). The initial chloride ion
concentration of the concrete, boundary conditions,
and diffusion coefficient of different ionic species in
the model are listed in Table 1.
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(a) concentration profile of modeling

Figure 3. chloride concentration of different sections along the
length of model

3.3 Potential distribution
The potential distribution of section with stirrup and
section without stirrup is shown in Figs. 4(a) and (b).
In the region near side surface of the specimen,
compared with section without stirrup, the potential
variation in the section with stirrup is more obvious in
the region near the anodic boundary and it
corresponed to the higher potential gradient which
can improve the flux of chloride ions. It leads to that
in the region near botton surface of the specimen,
the migration rate of chloride ions in the section with
stirrup is higher than the migration rate of chloride
ions in the section without stirrup. In the region
surrounded by the stirrup of section with stirrup, this
region enclosed by the stirrup become an
equipotential body, the potential is nearly constant 0.
While in the corresponding region of section without
stirrup, the slightly variation of potential in this region
exists. In region near bottom suface of specmen of
both sections with stirrup and without stirrup, the
potential’s variation is more obvious and total flux of
chloride ions in this region is higher than the other
regions, which causes the chloride removal rate in
this part is significant higher than the other regions.
Conversely, in region near the upper suface of the
specimn, in both section with and without stirrup, the
potential is nearly constant 0, and chloride removal
rate in this region is nearly 0.

(b) difference ratio of the chloride concentration ξ
Figure 2. Model verification

The chloride concentration of different regions of
sections along the length of model is shown in Fig.
3(x=0 and 300 mm corresponds to the side surface
of the specimen). In the section with stirrup
(x=80mm, 150mm and 220mm), the chloride
concentration
is
lower
than
the
chloride
concentration of the adjacent section. In the region
between the stirrups (80~150mm and 150~220mm),
the chloride concentration increases as the distance
from the section with stirrup increases, and the peak
value of chloride concentration in this region is
higher than the other regions of the model. It might
be mainly owing to that the shielding effect caused
by existence of stirrups makes the chloride ions in
this region is difficult to be removed out. In the
section with the stirrups(x=80, 150, 220 mm), the
residual chloride concentration is lower than the
other sections. It can be explained by that the
existence of stirrup induce the potential in this region
is lower than the other adjacent sections. The
chloride ions can migrate into the adjacent sections
under the influence of potential difference.
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150~220mm), the peak value of chloride
concentration is in the middle of this region. This
might be owing to that the distance between the
stirrups is too short, and all the region between the
stirrups is still in the influence sphere of stirrup.
Thus, considering enlarge the separation distance of
stirrup (200 mm) and size of model (150◊150◊
1000 mm), and keep other parameters of model
unchanged. The chloride distribution is shown in Fig.
5.
In the region between the stirrups, the peak value of
chloride concentration is not in the central section
between stirrups. As the distance from the section
with stirrup increases, the chloride concentration
increases firstly and then descends. It indicates that
in the model with stirrup, the shielding effect makes
the chloride ion in the adjacent section of section
with stirrup is not easy to be removed. However, the
shielding effect influence the local region near the
stirrup, as the distance from the stirrup exceed this
range, the influence of stirrup would decrease. This
can explained that in the region between stirrup and
side surface of 3D model (20~80mm and 220~280
mm), although the potential becomes higher as the
distance from the side surface decrease (see Figs.
4(c)), the chloride ions has not continually increased.
It is because that influence of stirrup becomes less
as the distance from the section with stirrup
increases, and the phenomenon of ionic transport
along the length of model decreases.

(a) section with stirrup

(b) section without stirrup

(c) along the length of model
Figure 4. Potential distribution in 3D model
Fig. 5. Chloride distribution along the length of model

3.4 Influence of stirrup disancte
Additionally, compared with the modeling results in
the Fig. 3, the peak value of chloride concertation in
the Fig. 5 is lower, it indicates that the influence of
stirrup on the chloride transport will decrease with
the stirrup distance increasing.

In Fig. 3, the chloride distribution on the two sides of
stirrups is very different. In the region between side
surface of model and stirrup (20~80mm and
220~280 mm), as the distance from the section with
stirrup increases, the average chloride concentration
increases firstly and then descends. It indicates that
the influence sphere of stirrup is limited. However, in
the region between the stirrups (80~150mm and

4. Conclusions
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1. The stirrup in the RC structure can induce
shielding effect and affect the chloride ions transport
in the local region near the stirrup of structure during
ECR treatment. As the distance from the stirrup
increases, the influence of stirrup will decrease.
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2. The peak value of chloride concentration is not in
the section with stirrup but the adjacent section of
section with stirrup. In the section with stirrup, the
chloride removal efficiency is the highest which
should be paid more attention during ECR treatment.
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4. The model in this study is beneficial for exploring
the process of ECR treatment in RC structure. It has
advantages on finding the region with lower chloride
removal rate of the model where should be paid
more attention.
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